N O N - S U R G I C A L

R H I N O P L A S T Y :

Concise Method to
Re-shape Nose Tips
™
–Using REVOLAX
Whether it’s correcting a droopy tip or smoothing out a dorsal hump, non-surgical
rhinoplasty (NSR) creates some of the most magical transformations in dermal filler
aesthetics. Re-shaping the tip, however, does come with complications regarding the
risk of tissue necrosis - an already long carried health warning of NSR. A less serious
complication on the other hand is the creation of an aesthetically unappealing nasal tip
– a commonly made mistake.
So, how do we reliably avoid both the risks of vascular injury and missing the
aesthetic target?
Choosing a great product is key!
REVOLAX Deep and Sub-Q can both be
used to create the perfect natural, nonsurgical rhinoplasty. The thicker, long-lasting
consistency of these products is perfect for
augmentation.
Hitting your aesthetic target at the tip:
Injectors often struggle with precise bolus
placement when augmenting the tip. You
should be placing the bolus superficially, just
below the dermis.
If you inject deep, it is less precise. It increases
the likelihood of a boxy/bulbous tip and the
potential to displace the underlying cartilage.
The lower paired cartilage is held less firmly
than the upper paired cartilage.
Remember that the upper nose is made of
bone, the middle and lower parts of paired
cartilage (upper and lower) with the septum

running down the middle like a rudder.
Where the bone meets the upper paired
cartilage is named the ‘keystone’ area. The
upper and lower paired cartilage meet at
the ‘scroll’ area. Deep injections above the
scroll area do not tend to displace cartilage
at the tip. However, deep injections do
cause displacement of the lower cartilage
(usually at the middle or medial crura), which
is only correctable by dissolving the filler
with hyaluronidase. This therefore should be
avoided.
The scroll area is where the upper and
lower paired cartilage meet. This is also
approximately in line with the supra-tip
breakpoint, or top of the alar groove.
Conclusion:
By staying superficial, mid-line and with a
thorough understanding of the nose anatomy
and areas to avoid - you will reshape nasal tips
safely, successfully and with style.
Regarding ‘how and when’ to use a cannula,
augmentation of the base, supra-tip and radix
plus full access to our master tips - shop Fox
Academy’s Advanced NSR E-learning @
www.foxacademy.co.uk
Shop REVOLAX products from the UK licence
holder, Fox Group @ www.foxpharma.co.uk |
@foxpharma_uk

